THE BOA SHOP
Slick Flicker

Slick Flicker Slim

Atom Ant

A very fast bat, there is very
little drag which ever side of
the bat you are using. If you
move the puck around a lot
and have quick hands, then
this is the bat for you. It also
has a good reliable flick and is
perhaps the most popular
design selection.

The same reliable straight
edged flick and flicking
distance is achieved with the
Slick Flicker Slim. The new
slimmer design allows for
quicker movement through
the water and improved
manoeuvrability

Real power. Similar flicking
edge as the Slick Flicker,
larger playing area. A good
reliable flick.

Sabre

Sabre Slim

Pucks

Similar in size to the Slick
Flicker but with a curved
flicking edge. All stick types
achieve the same result, but
the Sabre has been
developed to suit players who
prefer flicking with curved
edge stick, rather than a
straight edge.

Based on the Sabre with the
same flicking edge giving the
same flicking distance. The
slimmer design allows much
faster movement and
manoeuvrability through the
water.

Pucks are the OZ style
pucks, and weigh approx. 1
kg. We stock the Orange
(soft) and pink (medium)
pucks. Other colours can be
ordered by request
£20/puck

All pushers above come with the following handles options: long, wide, long and wide, standard (small) in all 3 types,
LH and RH and a standard slim option for slick flickers and sabres. All pushers cost £10.00 per pair.
BaggyBags

Gloves – Pro
(One Colour)

Gloves – Comp
(Two Colours)

Lycra Socks

Neoprene Socks

Gloves come in the following
sizes 1 - 6 LH or RH. Size 6 is
the largest, and size 3 is the
usual size for ladies.

Gloves come in the following
sizes 1 - 6 LH or RH. Size 6
is the largest, and size 3 is
the usual size for ladies.

Great for the player who finds
the wetsuit material too thick,
but still require some form of
protection on the foot

They come in two tone
colours and two thicknesses,
thick and thin. They are very
comfortable and a lot longer
wearing than normal socks.

Come in sizes from small to XL

£10 each

£13 each

Socks come in small,
medium, and large sizes

Socks come in small,
medium, and large sizes

Costs from £35 to £50
depending on size

£5/pair

£8/pair

Mouth Guards

£2.50 each
Pack of 10 = £20

Please note postage and packing is not included. For further details on the BOA Shop or to place an order contact Georgina
Ashley at the boa_shop@hotmail.com or look up the BOA shop on the official BOA web site at www.gbuwh.co.uk

